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It is quite a challenge to design such a complex task in such a short time constraint. I’ll
try my best to showcase my experience through my thought and design process.
My usual digital product design process includes some of the following steps. More
complex projects include all and are executed in an iterative process.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Briefing
Business and strategy goals
Competitor benchmarking
User research
Sketching and Wireframing
User testing
Visual style
Prototyping

1 - Briefing
Current case briefing
You're leading a cross-functional product team working on integrating flights as a
service into the Booking platform. What's your long-term vision for this, and what
would you create as an MVP?

2 - Business and strategy goals
Usually this step is about the definition of the business short and long term objectives,
user and competitor segmentation, technology challenges and constraints, KPI and
analytics metrics/goals strategy, timeline, budget and team resources definition.

Business and marketing analysis
It would be interesting to get data from the recent Booking.com flight integration
testings, with Kayak branded Booking.com pages. Sending users to Kayak definitely
benefits Kayak from massive Booking.com traffic, but that does not provide a
seamless one-site booking experience for Booking.com users.
At this point, for defining flight integration long-term vision, I would take in
consideration following aspects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Priceline Group branding strategy (Priceline, Kayak, Momondo)
Current flight integration tests data
Technology strategy (Kayak API integration, GDS/ITA integration)
Competitor and industry marketing trends (Expedia, TripAdvisor, direct sales)
Technology trends (Chatbots, Chat-agents, Personalization AI)

Long-term hypothesis
In long term, I believe, the goal is to give Booking.com users the control to customize
their bundles (known also as dynamic packaging), choosing from flight,
accommodation, restaurant, car rental, activities, tickets and providing one
site/agency/brand booking experience. Cross-selling converts much better when
provided on one page/website rather than throwing users around. Probably API
technology integration across sister sites would leverage development costs.
Maybe, from User Experience point of view, I would consider, in long term, a more
fluid and non-linear bundle booking process, in contrast to the tab based linear
cross-selling experience. Instead of constraining users from the start to choose what
they intend to book, maybe only their travel destination would be a good start. Users
would appreciate to see less first/second tab types of design (catalog) and more
guided inspirational automated proposals (agency). Starting the booking from Hotel,
from Flight or from an Activity/Event should be decided by user. As for all, A/B testing
and conversion metrics crossed with user interviews and testings should help design
decisions and experiments.

3 - Competitor benchmarking
In the current online travel industry we could define three major groups/players when
it comes to online booking: Booking and Expedia, Metasearch engines and Airlines.
The only ones that can provide a seamless bundle bookings are the first ones, even if
the metasearch engines have been experimenting this feature for years. Having
booked with an agency is totally different experience than having booked with direct
providers through a comparison website. The same goes for direct suppliers that offer
the booking of additional services in an “external partner” mode.
For the sake of time constraints, I have concentrated my research on Expedia. I use a
Chrome extension Awesome Screen Capture to annotate quick notes on screenshots.

Expedia offers bundles, so the user starts from the beginning with the idea what they
want to book. There is a way to add additional services later, but user doesn’t know
this and might feel uncomfortable to decide this early. The double menu, almost
identical to the search box menu adds noise to the information redundancy.

The bundle booking process starts with the Hotel, and continues through the room
selection to end up with the Flight. There is no clear CTA button to choose the Hotel.

Selecting Hotel opens a new browser tab page in which to choose the room. It feels a
bit confusing. Price is not clear, how can there be the flight price if I have not chose
any flight yet? There is finally a CTA button but it would be better if it was visible
above the fold and consistent throughout the booking process steps.

At this point the user would expect get back to the previous booking process tab
page (before room selection), which does not happen. It continues in the newly
opened tab. The layout is different, the pricing is now at the top, the CTA is visible
immediately but the style is different. It adds to the inconsistent user experience and
doubts and questions are expected to rise from the user's side.

The checkout page follows flight visual style, but the pricing is still redundant,
inconsistent and (intentionally?) not detailed and clear. Cross-selling is basic and
present in detail column and “cart receipt” sidebar.

Layout and information requested are clear and linear. CTA button is present only on
main column and is of inconsistent style with the previous step. It never explains what
the next step is about.

The last steps suggests definitely that the booking of all services is handled by
Expedia and that (maybe?) Expedia provides the first level Customer Care. Specific
service T&C and PP are listed for acceptance, but also some general Expedia T&C
and PP are available on external page.

Competitor analysis Conclusion
Overall Expedia experience is not bad, but the UI is inconsistent, the pricing
information is confusing, it’s not always clear how many steps remain and how long it
will take to complete the booking. It’s not clear, without reading detailed long t&c,
who is responsible for the booking and who is in charge of the first level customer
care.
It would be interesting to see how this process is handled on mobile touch devices, if
it is possible to continue booking process later in time, what kind of customer care
could be received during booking process and what memory Expedia keeps of my
preferences. There would be need for other, more complex, competitor
benchmarking. Metasearch engines, direct Airlines and Hotel providers. How they
handle first landing tabs, upselling and cross-selling positioning, confirmation pages,
customer care handling, ux consistency, email confirmations, email cross-selling, cart
handling. Additionally, there are already some existing analysis about this topic, out
there on internet, that would be interesting to consult.
Cross-selling and upselling
Some research should be put also in cross-selling conversion data, when it comes to
displaying offers. An old research, here, show that additional services are booked
mostly during the booking, before payment. But what about mobile devices, OTAs,
and dynamic packaging?

4 - User research
It would be necessary to user test existing Booking.com and competitor solutions in
order to get qualitative and usability feedback regarding the topic of flight booking
and eventual up/cross selling of additional services. Full-service online agency
booking experience needs to be constantly and consistently user researched.

5 - Sketching and wireframing
This is my favorite and most important stage of design, in which concepts can be
quickly shared and validated. At this stage all interested parts are involved, marketing,
business, technology, partners and finally users. Wireframes can be easily
transformed in usable and testable prototypes, which can be quickly modified and
retested, sometimes even in an immediate collaborative way. They are easy to get for
most people as they represent tangible UI and not diagrams or concepts.
Most of the time I start by questioning what can be improved, in relationship to an
existing UI/UX or what can be done differently. The best way is to come up with two
or three different and opposed concepts and let them “fight”, discuss them with the
team and users.
For Booking.com I came up with two concepts, based on desktop research,
competitor analysis and my own experience in designing similar products:
1. Destination based (like Airbnb) search and book
2. Service based (like Expedia) search and book

Destination based search and booking experience
When we talk to people about their upcoming travel they, we can assume that they
usually provide us information in a following format: “I’m travelling to Berlin this
weekend”, and then, “I’ll travel with my girlfriend, we’ve found a cheap flight”.
So, we could ask these information in this order during the booking process. First of
all Where and When, and than we can provide other necessary data in a default
format (ex. 1 person). Maybe even Where info could be set in a default way, or we
could propose the destination list if our user is uncertain (inspiration). Results page
could be more of an automated, personalized proposal page, rather than self-help
catalog listing. We could find way to automatically create best bundles for the user,
based on their preferences, latest searches, trends and other AI.

Cart concept for service booking
I think that we can provide better, non-linear, more flexible and versatile booking
process. The online shopping cart concept can be extended to service booking.
Users can freely search and add services to their cart, upselling and cross-selling can
consistently drive users to get to know additional services that they can book in
relation to what is already in their cart. They can delete and upgrade services in their
cart without compromising the whole process. This is obviously heavy on the
technology side as the accuracy in service availability and prices is a necessary
feature. Caching and data updating must be done in a smooth but consistent way.
This improves the user’s experience in a way that the user feels free to explore and
compare services, add them to their cart, continue booking later on different device or
share the cart with other travel companions.
Checkout process on the other hand should be linear, short, consistent and clear.

Service based search and booking experience
The usual way to book multiple service types on the web today is to separate these in
categories. Search parameters, results layout and data structure varies from type to
type. In Hotels we have rooms in Airplane we have seats, when booking a flight we
can have only one date or when renting a car we can choose different dropout
location. To provide consistency the query information, cart, pricing, details and CTA
buttons should be positioned always at the same place. A dialog with the user could
be kept through modal windows and not new browser tabs. The user should always
be able to get back to the main booking window.

My wireframe for a DMO website, created in 2015, offering dynamic packaging of
multiple tourism services, in an OTA UX style but based on a metasearch engine.

6 - User testing and interviewing
At this point, having a fine tuned wireframe prototype, a series of user testing
sessions can be deployed. Conducting early stage usability test provides insights into
general Information Architecture problems and some bigger User Interface problems
that can be tackled before proceeding to detailed visual design and prototyping.

7 - Visual styling
In travel industry, the visual styling, imagery and consistent visual language are even
more important than in other sectors. Setting the mood contributes highly to help
users proceed with booking of services. Visual dialectics are become increasingly
important in a mobile/touch/small-screen driven UX. Visual style guides and design
systems are gaining more attention because they keep everybody in team and
company on the same page when it comes to icons, UI, branding, fonts. Keeping the
visual language consistent across devices, products and brands is vital. That is why
this stage of design process is important, prior to high-detailed prototypes.

8 - Protyping
High-detailed prototypes are the step before development. This is where we get the
complete picture, overall feeling of the product design. User testing might provide
feedback on the visual impact, copywriting, branding, imagery, mood, positioning.
Time constraints did not allow me to create some designs at this stage for
Booking.com task, but I feel free to add some my own prototypes related to the
service based dynamic packaging I have created two years ago for my startup
TravelMesh. Even if these prototypes do not provide Flight search and booking
process, they illustrate a vision of what could be the UX of multiple service booking
integrated to the Booking.com website and mobile app. In this context, flight becomes
just another data and UI service structure that can be easily integrated in the overall
architecture.
Minimum Viable Product
As for MVP, I would design the flight booking UX/UI, based on the current Kayak
design, integrated with it’s API, but visually closer to the existing Booking.com. This
should be integrated into the main website, not external. At the same I would test
Hotel upselling and bundle booking with a consistent checkout process.

